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ABSTRACT

Title:

Privus: Take Back Your Privacy

The Effect of a User-Centered Approach on Privacy Management

Author:

Aral Tasher

Major Advisor:

Heather Crawford, Ph.D.

Rapid innovations in science and engineering have created a greater opportunity

for disruptive technologies to be established at a faster rate. Less than a decade

ago mobile, phones were a mere tool for communication, nowadays, we rely on

their successors to remind us about our next appointment, what we need from the

grocery store, or even where we parked our car. But this assistance comes with

a cost; in order to help us, our devices rely on using our personal information

like GPS, contacts list and personal notes, –in some cases more information than

what the app needs. While there has been research conducted on ways to alert

users on the usage of their private information, there has not been much focus on

a human-centered solution that empowers users to make informed decisions with

regards to their privacy. In this study, we make our contirbutions by proposing a

user-centric design for a privacy manager that empowers users, and increases their

awareness about how their private information is used. We highlight our findings

regarding the effects of Privus on the participants’ mental models and behavior

by observing whether the participants had a better understanding of how often

their information is shared, and if they were more inclined to control their privacy

preferences compared to their current habits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is so much to appreciate about technology today. Innovations in technology

have enabled our smartphones to play a growing role in our daily lives. Improve-

ments in making hardware smaller and faster have empowered our smart devices

to accomplish complex tasks in very short times, which has resulted in enabling

developers to create a wide variety of applications. In order to increase their mar-

ket variety, both iOS and Android generated sufficient amounts of Application

Programming Interfaces (APIs) that attracted developers to invest their skills in

both platforms. With the help of these APIs, the developers are able to access the

built-in tools on the smart devices–like GPS, gyroscope or the camera, as well as

its user’s data, which in most cases is sensitive information [27]. One example of

tools that take advantage of these functionalities are eHealth applications. eHealth

applications such as fitness trackers, weight loss or personal wellbeing apps, and

medical applications used today access sensitive user information (e.g., heart rate,

personal information, medical records)[43].

As users begin to rely more on third party applications like eHealth apps, the num-
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ber of entities that gain access to our private information increases. Liu et al. note

that both iOS and Android third-party applications are permission dependent and

enable users to grant or deny access to sensitive data through privacy notices [27].

Schaub et al. also emphasize the importance of transparency in privacy notices to

allow users understand “the internal practices with regard to the collection pro-

cessing, retention, and sharing of personal information” [36]. By granting access

for these applications to gather personal data, the user is continuously under the

risk of leaking personal information. Therefore, the user needs functionality to

make more educated decisions when granting access to their information. This has

to work both ways though; in order for users to make correct decisions, the de-

velopers need to create and follow clear, regulated guidelines about their practices

when managing users’ personal data.

Unfortunately, the outcome of disorganized and inconsistent permission prompts

generally result in a cumbersome amount of app permission choices the user is

required to make [27]. Recent research suggests that these notifications are often

likely to fail to successfully inform the user about the practices as they can be

worded in a dull, long, and complicated manner [43][36]. Imagine a world where

you had to read every User Agreement document, word by word, when you installed

or updated a software. In the White House report on Big Data and Privacy, it is

mentioned that “Only in some fantasy world do users actually read these notices

and understand their implications before clicking to indicate their consent” [20].

A major factor for the issue, as suggested by Schaub et al., is the fact that privacy

notices are generally implemented into the system in a hasty manner without any

design or interaction guideline [36].

The lack of usability research in practices for privacy notices, as Schaub et. al notes,
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resulted in few best practice methodologies to exist with limitations, as there is

not a comprehensive guidelines framework for when and how to use each method-

ology [36]. The absence of such guidelines consequently creates a disorganized

design space for information notices, which results in confusing and uninformative

notices for the user. Prior research also shows that users are often uncomfort-

able with their consent once they fully understand the scope of their decision [27].

Almuhimedi et al. suggest that the users’ privacy consent behavior can have cogni-

tive and behavioral preferences, which also can be affected by short-term benefits

[3]. Previous studies show that users do tend to impulsively grant permission to

access personal information – especially during installation, in order to access the

application more quickly [36]. This behavior is also strongly affected by the fact

that some applications have a ‘take it or leave it’ approach to their permission

requests, in which the user is required to accept all permission requests in order

to use the application; the alternate is to decline and not install it. [3].

A user-centered approach to privacy management would not only enable users to

make more informed privacy decisions, but also empower them to control how and

when their information is used. Tsai et al. show that via user-centered design,

users are significantly more likely to both understand the differences between the

data usage settings – In-App, Background or Never, and how to correctly control

them [40].

While iOS has allowed the users to manage their privacy settings within the sys-

tem settings since iOS 6 (2012), with Android’s recent adoption (version 6, 2015)of

a built-in privacy manager, both platforms now offer a more customized control

over permissions for their users [3]. While Almuhimedi et al.’s results show that

permission managers are a fundamental tool for privacy management [3], Liu et
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al. suggest that existing privacy managers fail to provide enough information re-

garding users’ privacy access to help them make more educated decisions [27].

Thus, the privacy managers provided by Android and iOS can be presumed as a

step towards user-customizable privacy controls, however are limited as they are

inadequate in supplying useful information to users. In this thesis, we introduce

Privus, an intuitive interface design for the generic permission manager layout that

makes it easier for users to perceive the type of and how often each third party

application is using personal information on their smart devices. Our application

is designed with a user-centric approach, encouraging the users to use Privus more

often compared to the built in manager, which may result in increased user control

over granted permissions.

In the following sections of this thesis we describe the Permission Architectures for

both Android and iOS platforms in the Background chapter, and available tools,

along with previous research done in privacy management in the Related Work

chapter. We explain our proposed design space in detail in Chapter 4, followed

by our experimental methodology for conducting a user study to test the usability

of our solution over the existing privacy manager. We hypothesize that Privus

will create a positive change in user behavior and habits with regards to privacy

management. We examine this by observing whether the participants had a better

understanding of how often their information is shared, and if they were more in-

clined to control their privacy preferences compared to their current habits. Along

with our methodology, in Chapter 5, we discuss our research questions for both the

survey and interview sections, which focuses on collecting data about participants’

behaviors and mental models with regards to privacy management. These ques-

tions collected information about average data usage per month, average number
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of mobile device usage per day, etc. that allowed us to understand the users’ mo-

bile device habits. The last section targeted at collecting quantitative data about

the usability of the current built-in solutions. To achieve this, we used a modified

version of the System Usability Scale[6] and tailored it to gather relevant informa-

tion about the existing systems.

We created our interview questions to get both quantitative and qualitative data

for revealing comparative results between the built-in systems and Privus. Even

though compared with quantitative data, analyzing qualitative data can be more

susceptible to biased interpretation and subjective manipulation, it is often used

by Human-Computer Scientists[26]. While the open-ended questions like ‘What

did you think of the system?’, ‘Do you think you go meaningful information from

Privus?’ or ‘How trustworthy do you find the system?’ seek for qualitative results,

the series of comparison questions were aimed at collecting quantitative data by

allowing the users to grade the given tasks using a Likert Scale with options: Eas-

ier, Similar, Harder, and Unsure. In our Discussion Section we analyze our results

from our study and offer our conclusions from our findings in the last chapter.

In conclusion, we reveal that existing permission models; ask-on-install & ask-on-

first-use, and built-in permission managers are insufficient at allowing users to make

informed privacy decisions. They offer a complicated and frustrating experience

for the users. We make our contributions by proposing a user-centered approach

that allowed users to have a more positive experience and better awareness of the

usage of their private data compared to the built-in solutions.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Mobile Device Permission Architectures

This section describes how permissions are implemented on both Android and iOS

platforms, what gaps exist in either system and whether a real-world version of

our prototype could fill these gaps.

Android’s operating system uses a Linux kernel and is open sourced by Google un-

der the Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (Apache 2.0)[14]. iOS, on the other

hand, is derived from OS X that shares Darwin foundation [2], so iOS uses the

XNU1 kernel of Darwin. From the privacy perspective, both operating systems are

similar, as they both use sandboxing for third party applications. This means that

in both operating systems, third party applications are isolated to access only their

resources[2]. Figure 2.1 shows an illsutration of the architecture of two sandboxed

1The OS X kernel. The acronym stands for X is Not Unix. XNU combines the functionality
of Mach microkernel and Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) –two kernels, with the I/O Kit,
the driver model for OS X.[21]
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Android applications. The operating system assigns unique IDs to each application

process, and every resource they use is saved under that ID. The applications can

get access granted only for the resources with the same ID. This way, sandboxing

Figure 2.1: Android Sandbox architecture

protects the operating system by not allowing non-native applications to have ac-

cess to system-critical resources[2]. We can observe a similar structure in the iOS

sandboxing as well. Despite having similar architectures for running third party

applications, the two platforms contrast in how they allow applications to access

users’ personal information. Android does not have a centralized inspection system

for reviewing apps for the data they request, and instead holds the developing party

accountable by requiring them to specify the permissions their applications needs

and notifying the user about them at install time[14]. Until Android 6.0, which

was released in 2015, the users were burdened with the responsibility of keeping

track of the permissions requested by the installed app and to either accept all

or reject all and opt-out of the installation process. However, the architecture of
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Figure 2.2: iOS Sandbox architecture

the operating system was the sole reasoning of this issue, as the operating system

required all of the permissions or entitlements needed to be assigned during the

creation of a mobile app[2]. With Android 6.0, the privacy requests followed a

different approach; Instead of requesting all permissions at once, permissions that

are categorized as Normal were assigned to the application at install time auto-

matically, while permissions categorized as Dangerous were prompted for request

at the instance when the service was required. It is also important to note that,

one of the easiest ways of revoking permissions from an application is to simply

delete it. The following sections give a detailed introduction on the mentioned

privacy APIs for the recent Android versions then describes the architecture for

the iOS system.

2.1.1 Android Permissions

An install-time application and ask-on-first-use permission system controls access

to privacy-and-security-relevant parts of Android’s rich API. Each application must

declare at installation what permissions it requires in the App Manifest. The mani-
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fest is an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file, which is stored in the root folder

of the application. It supplies essential information –required package names, com-

ponent lists, etc., about the application for the Android build tools, the Android

operating system, and Google Play. While in the earlier versions of Android users

were prompted to grant access to all the permissions listed in the manifest at in-

stall time, as of Android 6.0 and higher, this approach has been altered to increase

user awareness while decision-making. In the new methodology, permissions that

fall under the Dangerous category are not granted immediate access; the user is

prompted to accept the permission at runtime –ask-on-first-use. This allows users

to further understand when and why their information is used by the application

compared to the earlier approach where they were required to grant access to all

of the requested permissions at install time.

Each application runs with a low-privilege ID and, as mentioned earlier, is sand-

boxed. The Android documentation states that to maintain security for the system

and users, Android requires apps to request permission before they can use certain

system data and features (e.g., access to Contact List, Device Camera, Device

Microphone e.t.c.). Depending on how sensitive the area is, the system may grant

the permission automatically, or it may ask the user to approve the request. How-

ever, regardless of its category, each permission must be listed in the Application

Manifest. Post-Android 6.0, permissions are broken into three main categories:

Normal, Dangerous, and Special.

2.1.1.1 Normal Permissions

This category covers the request for data or resources needed that are outside the

app’s sandbox and hold little risk to user’s privacy and security. These permissions

9



are granted automatically at install time, and are not prompted for users’ approval,

nor can they be revoked. 2

2.1.1.2 Dangerous Permissions

This category covers areas where the app wants data or resources that involve the

user’s private information. If an app declares that it needs Dangerous permissions,

the user has to grant the permission to the app explicitly. The app must prompt the

user to grant permission at the first runtime to access Dangerous permissions. The

ability to read and write the user’s contacts, call logs; send and receive SMS; access

location, camera, are all examples of Dangerous permissions. Android encourages

its developers to explicitly list which of the Dangerous permissions the app is

using, and provide reasoning to why the permission is necessary in the application

description.

2.1.1.3 Special Permissions

This category, as the name suggests, covers permissions that do not behave sim-

ilarly to the other two categories. Allowing an application to read or write the

system settings, or creating alerts for system-level interaction with the user are

two examples of this exceptional category. Permissions in this category can re-

quest system level actions like creating alert windows shown on top of all other

apps. While the Android documentation discourages the developers to ask for these

2Some of the permissions classified as Normal include requests to access WiFi, Bluetooth,
Near Field Communication (NFC), setting time zone, setting the wallpaper, fingerprint reader
and vibration.
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permissions, it is still possible as long as the request is declared in the manifest,

and intent is displayed to the user for authorization.

2.1.2 iOS Permissions

iOS uses a combination of sandboxing, code-signing and encryption in its security

model. Similar to Android’s model, iOS sandboxing also ensures that third-party

apps cannot access another applications data or other parts of its file system.

However, in contrast to Android, Apple has a more“fine-grained control” over the

applications that are available in its App Store compared to Android. For exam-

ple, Apple’s Code Signing system ensures that only the executables reviewed or

distributed by Apple can run on the iOS system [13]. The Code Signing review

contains a static analysis by an Apple Quality Assurance expert to assure only the

valid API request are used within the application, and runtime analysis to ensure

the app does not try to request information outside of its sandbox.

On top of its strict regulations, Apple also provides encryption to ensure that ap-

plications cannot be reverse engineered[13]. In contrast to Android, there is no

Permission level structure in iOS; the Privacy section is divided into Location Ser-

vices and Personal Data. The Location Services category includes GPS, Bluetooth,

and crowd-sourced Wi-Fi access and cell tower locations to determine the users

approximate location. The application must request access to Location Services

when the service is required[22]. The user can choose to allow access When in

Use –which allows applications to make requests only when the user is using it, or

Always or deny access completely. In addition, the users can always go back to the

settings and change their preferences for sharing their location information; they

can deny access to a permission that was previously granted to, or grant access to

11



a previously denied permission. Any other permission not included in the Location

Services category falls under the Personal Data category3. Access to this category

items adopts a binary approach; either allow or disallow access. The users can see

which apps they have permitted to access certain information, and revoke or grant

access in the built-in manager. One important fact to note is that, while iCloud

Drive also falls into Personal Data category, users need to navigate to the iCloud

settings, which are in a separate section in the Settings Menu from the rest of the

privacy preferences.

2.1.3 Privacy Risks

From the developer’s side, iOS applications adopt a similar structure to Android’s

manifest file, which is referred to as the Information Property List File (.plist file).

The applications have to list the required permissions in their respective .plist file.

Both platforms agree on encouraging developers to give explicit rationalization

when their app requests information that might not have clear reasoning to it.

Unfortunately, despite the provisions and encouragements from both platforms,

recent research shows that access to privacy-sensitive information by third party

apps is rampant in both Android and iOS [15] [2]. There have been numerous in-

cidents throughout the years in which a third party application accessed its users’

private data without them being aware of it. One example is the social networking

application Path, which accessed and uploaded information to its users’ address

books and caused a public outcry once its actions were brought to light [3]. Another

3Examples of personal data includes; Contacts, Calendars, Photos, Motion activity and fit-
ness, Microphone, Camera, HomeKit and Bluetooth sharing[22]
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example is the once favorite Augmented Reality game Pokemon Go. In its initial

release version, Pokemon Go requested full Google account access from its users

to get started with the app. This meant that the application had access to read

Figure 2.3: Pokemon Go permission requests.

and send emails on behalf of the user, had root access to its users’ Google Drive

and Google Photos, and more [16]. Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of the initial

version’s permission requests. As Figure 2.1 shows, the application requested var-

ious permissions from finding accounts on the device to pairing with a Bluetooth

device, which could have malicious intentions.

Jain et al. note that vulnerable third-party applications are amongst the high-

est rated threats in the mobile device along with social engineering and malware

injections[23]. They also note that the gradual increase in attacks to mobile de-

vices and mobile applications is due to the increase in sensitive data stored by

applications [23]. In addition to the already existing attack vectors like server-side

13



attacks4 and injection attacks5, recently implemented technologies like Near-Field

Communication (NFC) and Quick Response (QR) codes create additional oppor-

tunities for attackers. Some of the security issues raised by NFC are eavesdropping,

data manipulation and malware injection[23]. QR Codes also create an opening

for attackers, as they can be used in phishing attacks to redirect users to malicious

websites [23]. These threat models might be irrelevant to the users’ privacy con-

trol; when users allow access to any application request without questioning, they

are potentially increasing their vulnerability, and subsequent attack vectors. It is a

näıve approach to assume that every application handles users’ private information

with due diligence.

In their research on 940 mobile applications, Chia et al. found that one-third

of all of the applications tested requested unused permissions[9]. While free ap-

plications made up the majority of the one-third, various popular applications,

including Facebook, were in the group that asked more permissions than needed

[9]. Moreover, the research reveals a positive correlation between the popularity

of the application and the number of permissions it requests [9]. With their in-

formation being pooled by various companies, users become more vulnerable to

manipulation via both malicious and non-malicious attacks like targeted adver-

4The Server-Side Includes (SSI)attack allows the exploitation of a web application by injecting
scripts in HTML pages or executing arbitrary codes remotely. It can be exploited through
manipulation of SSI in use in the application or force its use through user input fields.[32]

5Injection occurs when user-supplied data is sent to an interpreter as part of a command
or query. Attackers trick the interpreter into executing unintended commands via supplying
specially crafted data. Injection flaws allow attackers to create, read, update, or delete any
arbitrary data available to the application.[33]
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tising and spear phishing6. Regardless of its purpose –whether it is malicious or

non-malicious, having access to millions of people’s personal information can have

immense consequences.

The most recent and relative example of this is the latest Cambridge Analytica

scandal, which used millions of Facebook users’ personal information, and tracked

their activities to be able to study and influence the US voters for the 2016 Pres-

idential Election[18]. Cambridge Analytica, a British political consulting firm,

managed to manipulate millions of US voters by using the study of psychomet-

rics. Psychometrics focuses on measuring a person’s psychological characteristics

through five main traits–openness, conscientiousness, agreeableness, extroversion,

and neuroticism [17, p. 9]. By analyzing these qualities, one can make a relatively

precise assessment of the characteristics of another including their demands and

concerns, and how they are likely to behave in a given situation [18].

Using the MyPersonality application, which is a Facebook application that creates

tailored personality profiles by offering a psychometric questionnaire as a fun quiz,

Cambridge Analytica managed to gather millions of Facebook users’ personality

evaluations[18]. Furthermore, by requesting the users to allow MyPersonality to

access many of their privacy settings, Cambridge Analytica not only gathered the

quiz responses but also managed to track every users’ (that agreed to the terms)

follows, likes and posts on social media[18]. Through all of the data collected,

Cambridge Analytica successfully manage to promote various social media content

depending on the interests of the specific populations, making sure that all the

6the fraudulent practice of sending emails ostensibly from a known or trusted sender to induce
targeted individuals to reveal confidential information.[31]
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users were exposed to content that, analytically, had the highest probability of

capturing their attention.

Overall, even though non-malicious data collection might appear irrelevant and

insignificant when used in conjunction with big data, it could have considerable

consequences.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

The increasing amount of prior research in mobile privacy shows that there is an

increasing awareness and interest in this area. However, these researches focused

primarily on; automating the process of selecting privacy preferences [27], the in-

fluence of timing of the privacy prompts on users’ decision making [5] or designing

obstructive interface solutions to gain users’ attention or prevent them from mak-

ing accidental decisions [38][42].

Balebako et al.’s study focused on the effect of timing of the privacy prompts on

users’ decision making[5]. Their experiment analyzed whether prompting notifi-

cations before or during installation, or after application use affected the users’

attention span for the notification content. By conducting a field experiment with

72 participants, and a web survey via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)1 with

725 participants, they concluded that the timing of the notices plays a significant

role[5]. They note that regardless of the quality and detail of the information, a

1www.mturk.com
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notice displayed before install time will less likely be recalled by the users than

a warning prompted during the use of the service. In addition to their findings,

they also suggest usability principles such as privacy profiles, for improving privacy

notices for better understanding[5]. Their discoveries are affirmed, as iOS has been

using this technique since version 6 (2012)[12] and Android implemented privacy

notice prompts during resource access in version 6 (2015)[14].

In their attempt to allow users to make more educated and aware decisions while es-

tablishing their privacy settings, Liu et al. developed FollowMy Recommendations[27],

a Personalized Privacy Assistant (PPA) that utilizes the power of artificial intelli-

gence to make accurate suggestions for its users on what settings they should pick

for the installed third-party applications by learning their privacy preferences. The

PPA initially uses a set of five dynamically selected profile assignment questions

to learn the user’s privacy preference habits. Once the learning process is com-

pleted, the PPA prompts suggestions to the user using nudging techniques. The

user then can either accept or deny the suggestions either in bulk or can customize

the prompted preferences individually. While this research has successfully proven

to be usable by its users, the participants still had concerns about the timing of

the nudges[27]. The main issue with the nudges was that the users did not have

complete control over how often these nudges were prompted, which created an

opportunity for applications that requested more permissions than necessary. The

users preferred more frequent notification prompts, as it might take a considerable

amount of time for the PPA to notify the user about the unusual activities[27].

Another research by Balebako et al. notes that there has been an increased inter-

est to studying behavioral economics techniques to inflcuence and increase users’

decision making in conditions where cognitive and behavioral biases may affect
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them[4]. These thecniques are referred to as ‘soft or asymmetric paternalism,’ or

by the more common name nudging [4]. Almuhimedi et al. supports the value of

nudging, as they claim that privacy nudges can be used to encourage users to make

more salient decisions, as their decision making could be affected by ‘cognitive and

behavioral biases’[3]. For instance, Acquisti et al. points out that users are often

unable to estimate to what extent their information will be shared, as they are in-

fluenced by motivational limitations and misrepresentations of personal utility[1].

In their study with 23 participants, Acquisti et al. installed their client applica-

tion that did not require rooting on the participants’ personal devices. During the

study, the researchers sent a privacy nudge for location, contacts, calendar, or call

logs services once a day. After eight days of pushing notifications to participants,

the researchers conducted an exit survey to study the effect of the nudges[3]. Their

results suggest that utilizing nudges can further increase user awareness, as they

note that 95.6% of the participants reviewed their permissions at least once after

the nudges, and 65% restricted a total of 76 distinct mobile applications[3].

On a different approach, Storer et al. propose a series of interface designs that

ensure the user is paying attention when making a particular decision[38]. Their

proposed interface suite includes an example of obstructive interface design in six

different categories:Insistence, Size, Task Duration, Visibility, Movement, and Dex-

terity [38]. For instance, the proposed solution uses wording that suggests user to

cancel the task. The more undesirable an action is, the more insistent the negative

phrasing will be. The Size category focuses on, as the name suggests, the size of

the confirmation button with regards to the desirability of the action –the more

undesirable/risky the action is, the smaller the button. Text Duration requires the

user to press and hold the ‘Accept’ button for a given time. Visibility uses fading
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to prompt the ‘Cancel’ button more prominently. Movement approach requires

the user to select the ‘Accept’ button a certain number of times while the button

moves to different locations on the screen. Lastly, the Dexterity approach requires

the user to draw spirals instead of pressing the ‘Accept’ button. The suggested

designs increase in complexity as the given task’s desirability decreases. While

there were no studies conducted on the feasibility of the proposed solutions, there

is concrete evidence that obstructive interfaces do not play a significant role in

conveying situational information to the users[38].

This claim is supported by Waddell et al.’s experiment results, which studies the

impact of paraphrased End of User License Agreements (EULA)against the tra-

ditional EULAs and the forced-exposure methodology [42]. The aforementioned

forced-exposure method is similar to Storer et al.’s obstructive interface designs,

however instead of privacy notifications, it is applied to the End of User License

Agreements. In their 52 participant experiment, the researchers required the par-

ticipants to install a mock application. The between groups study offered one of

the three types of EULA to the participants [42]:

• Traditional EULA

– The participants viewed the complete version of the agreement in a

single window. Participants had to scroll down through the sub-window

if they wished to read the full document, or simply click ‘Accept’ or

‘Decline’ on the bottom of the window and skip to installation.

• Paraphrased EULA

– The traditional document was summarized into four windows with bul-

leted lists. The participants could click ‘Next’ and navigate through the
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summaries, or similarly, click ‘Accept’ or ‘Decline’ to skip to installation.

• Forced Exposure

– The participants viewed the original EULA, but this time they had to

scroll all the way down through the whole document for the ‘Accept’

button to be enabled.

After the installation process, the participants used the mock application, a red

dot test, in which they participants were asked to simply click on the red dots that

appeared on the screen. After the completion of the test, the participants were

asked to answer a post-exposure questionnaire, which consisted of questions about

basic demographic information, comprehension of the EULA, and questions for

measuring their attitudes towards the EULA. On top of the survey results, the re-

searchers measured each participant’s exposure time to the EULA. Their analysis

suggested that the paraphrased version of the agreement resulted in more positive

attitudes and longer exposure times than the traditional version[38]. Moreover,

they noted that the forced exposure did not have a significant effect on either the

exposure time nor the behavior.

While all these past experiments gave us invaluable guidance during the design

of our proposed solution, there have been little formal research on user-centered

approaches in designing an interface for privacy management. In an attempt to

contribute to a user-centric solution for this long-standing issue, we investigated a

more design-heavy approach. TurtleGuard is a user-centered privacy management

solution that empowers users to make more educated decisions about their privacy

usage on their mobile devices[40]. Figure 3.1 shows the TurtleGuard interfaces

that provide users information about how their private information is being used
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by displaying the recent activities with regards to information shared. It also pro-

vides a break down of the requests made per application installed. Their findings

show that users are more successful at completing the permission management

tasks compared to the default Android manager [40].

Figure 3.1: The recent activity table (left) and the application list (right) views
for TurtleGuard[40]

To aid our effort, we also established a small search on open-source repositories,

the Google Play store, and the Apple App Store. While we found no third Party

solutions on the App Store, Google Play Store had a few third-party managers,

but they were only applicable to rooted devices. By definition, the sandboxing

structure does not allow a third party application to access other third-party ap-

plications’ resources. Therefore, all the existing solutions require the operating

system to be manipulated for granting access. This manipulation also known as
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device “rooting”, is needed by XPrivacy [7], DonkeyGuard [10] and Permission

Master [28], which are the third party privacy managers for the Android operating

system.

Figure 3.2: DonkeyGuard (left)[10]and XPrivacy Manager (right)[7]

While we were able to collect qualitative data via the subjective app reviews for

XPrivacy, since DonkeyGuard was not offered through Google Play store, we could

not collect user feedback for it. The app reviews suggest that while expert level

users did not have any trouble using the application, the rest of the users had vari-

ous problems ranging from the confusing instructions to difficulties with installing

the application at the first place. The reported issues are understandable, as the

application required for the device to be rooted, which implied that somewhat

expert knowledge is needed to use it.
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Permission Master adopts a similar approach to TurtleGuard; as Figure 3.3 shows,

Permission Master also has a Permissions section and an Apps section. How-

ever, unlike TurtleGuard’s Apps section, Figure 3.1, Permission Master displays

all applications without a category as a list with their titles and logos. Instead

of adopting a dropdown interaction, tapping on each application takes the user to

another screen that has a list of permissions granted to the respective application.

The Permissions section in Permission Master (Figure 3.3), is displayed as a list

of log files, similar to its Apps section, with no available actions. The Google

Play Store reviews for Permission Master showed similar results to XPrivacy; non-

expert users were often confused and frustrated while using the application[7].

Figure 3.3: PermissionMaster: Apps (Left) and Permissions (Right)[28]

Despite being known for its innovative user-centered solutions, the iOS’s built-in
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analytics tool follows a similar path to the available tools for the Android platform.

The information contained in the analytic logs are mostly hardware and operat-

ing system related information such as performance stats, crash reports, and data

about how a particular app was used [24]. In other words, the data contained is

principally for tracking and analyzing any issues raised while the app was running.

Furthermore, the analytic reports rarely include specific information with regards

to the privacy requests made by the application.

Our proposed solution, initially inspired by TurtleGuard [40], aims to create a

utility that allows users to both analyze and control their privacy settings with

confidence on either Android or iOS. Therefore, contrary to the existing solutions,

Privus focuses on displaying the confusing technical information in a seamless and

intuitive way. It uses graphical visualizations and enhanced user-friendly interac-

tions, rather than log files and on/off switches.
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Chapter 4

Privus Design Objectives

4.1 Preliminary Study

Privus’ primary focus is to empower its users by displaying permission request ac-

tivity in an effortless and uncomplicated way for more informed decision making,

and an easily accessible and intuitive interface for enhanced convenience.

Inspired by previous solutions, Privus builds adds onto the already existing so-

lutions by taking into account the importance of presenting uncomplicated data

to its users. Shih et al.’s study showed that users made more informed privacy

decisions when presented with meaningful information with regards to how their

information is shared [37]. They further note that, when allowed, the users made

more precise choices according to their perceived benefits. Their findings also sug-

gest that some users’ information sharing preferences could be strictly application

or permission specific [37].

With these findings accounted for, we have taken a look at the existing tools

and analyzed which categories they had weaknesses and strengths in. Out of all
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the tools we investigated, our reviews pointed that TurtleGuard[40] had the most

consistent and uncomplicated interface design. Thus, we focused on examining

TurtleGuard[40] further, noting its weaknesses and strengths in design.

4.2 Incorporating Design

We believe that TurtleGuard successfully empowered the users to take control of

their settings efficiently. The attributes that strengthened TurtleGuard’s usability

are as follows[40]:

• By creating the application as a stand-alone app, the researchers separated

the privacy manager from the operating system’s settings menu, making it

easily accessible and more apparent on the screen.

• The separation of privacy data activities and the list of applications allowed

the users make application and permission specific decisions independently,

as suggested by Shih et al.’s findings[37] as well.

• The use of visual cues: Green for approved activity and Red for denied

activity allowed users to understand the recent activity trends easily.

Even though at the end of their study, the researchers concluded that Turtle-

Guard enabled both ease of use and functionality to set permission preferences,

their findings also note that the application failed in aiding users to make in-

formed decisions[40]. Tsai et al. indicated that 72.5% of the particpants had a

mismatch between their mental models and the actual functionalities of the permis-

sion manager[40]. To overcome this issue, we adopted Don Norman’s 7 Principles

of Design[30] as a guideline for our system design. These principles ensure a clear
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communication between the user and the interface[30]. The seven-stage model is

created for providing a checklist of questions to ask when designing a system[30].

The seven categories mentioned are:

• Visibility:

Visibility takes into account of how visible functions are; the more visible,

the more likely users will be able to know what to do next. On the other

hand, when functions are out of sight, it makes them more difficult to find,

which affects the users’ awareness.

• Feedback:

Feedback is about sending back information about what action has been

done and what has been accomplished, allowing the user to understand the

consequences of their actions completely.

• Affordance:

This a term used to refer to an attribute of an object that allows people to

know how to use it. Norman’s example of affordance in design is the idea

that a mouse button invites pushing (in so doing acting like clicking).

• Mapping:

This refers to the relationship between controls and their effects in the world.

An example of a good mapping between control and effect is the up and

down arrows used to represent the up and down movement of the cursor,

respectively, on a computer keyboard.

• Constraints:

The design concept of constraining refers to determining ways of restricting
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the kind of user interaction that can take place at a given moment.

• Consistency:

This refers to designing interfaces to have similar operations and use similar

elements for achieving similar tasks.

• Conceptual Model:

Conceptual model ensures that the interface provides all the necessary infor-

mation to the users to aid them have a compelte understanding and control

over their actions.

Our approach also included designed redundancies [34], which embraces a simi-

lar ideology to engine redundancy in aircraft engine technologies. The idea comes

from the fact that even though in nowadays jet propulsion technologies, a single

jet engine is engineered to produce enough thrust to lift a passenger size aircraft,

commercial airplanes still use two engines for increasing safety and aiding back up

emergency strategies like asymmetrical power1. We follow a similar fail-safe ap-

proach by using Designed Redundancies for aiding Discoverability and increasing

Visibility and Convenience. While all seven principles played an important role

in our overall design, each principle had a varying level of influence on different

interfaces of the prototype. For instance; Affordance and Feedback were highly

influential on the ‘Security’ section, while Constraints had a stronger effect on the

‘Apps’ section. Consistency, Mapping, and Visibility were mostly instrumental

1While most aircraft have a central thrust line, it can sometimes be advantageous to break
symmetry. In cases in which the aircraft engine’s thrust line is offset to one side, a turning
moment is created. This moment is typically counteracted by making the tail fin work as a wing
turned sideways, creating sideways lift to provide an equal and opposite turning force[34].
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in the over design and navigation between each section. In the next sections, we

explain each principle’s importance more in-depth.

4.2.1 Security Section Design

This methodology is applied dominantly in the Security section of our prototype.

As displayed in Figure 4.1, the Security screen adopts a single swipe interaction.

The users are prompted to ‘swipe up’ to set their Location Settings with different

levels of restrictions: the higher the users swipe, the stricter the preferences would

be. The three pagination indicators on the side of the screen give a visual repre-

sentation of the three levels of restriction: Default, Background Use, and In-App

Use Only. We also used color as a cue for the change in the level restrictions; as

the users swipe up to increase restrictions, the screen’s background color switches

from Gray to Blue to Purple. The colors were picked according to a color theory

search, and aimed to represent the disabled state (Gray), increased secure state

(Blue) and absolute security (Purple) as intuitive as possible. The color of Blue

is often associated with strength and reliability, and Purple with sophistication

and royalty[8], we chose Blue screen to represent the ‘Secure’ state, and Purple

screen to represent enhanced security. At the end of each scrolling actions, a de-

scription for the current status of the Location Services restrictions is displayed

to ensure that the system gave clear feedbacks to the user. The Security section

brings convenience to users and increases accessibility to editing Location Services.

As mentioned earlier, this section utilizes designed redundancies for the Apps sec-

tion where users are allowed to customize a specific application’s Location Service

access independently.
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Figure 4.1: Default/Startup Screen (Left)Normal Use Settings with Blue Back-
ground (Middle), and Secure Settings with Pink/Purple (Background)

4.2.2 Analytics Section Design

The Analytics section followed an entirely different approach from the tools dis-

cussed in the related work section. While Permission Master[28] and TurtleGuard[40]

were the only two tools out of the four that presented analytical results to its users,

their approach included displaying raw data in text form. Privus, on the other

hand, uses visualization for summarizing the raw data into meaningful informa-

tion. As shown in Figure 4.2, the privacy request types are used for categorizing

the entire data –for instance; camera requests, calendar request and location re-

quest made by all apps are categorized separately. A submenu under the main

navigation allows the user to navigate through each category without leaving the

analytics screen. The reasoning behind such structure is the fourth and the sixth

principles in our guideline; Mapping and Constraints. By categorizing each privacy
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according to its type, we are creating an information constraint for the user, which

allows us to ensure that the user gets precise and refined feedback for their pur-

pose. Creating a sub-navigation additionally provides a clear understanding of the

mapping between the type of privacy analytics and its results. The visualizations

Figure 4.2: Analytics section (Left)and the page view after user interacts with one
of the points (Right)

takes advantage of the Affordance principle, as the points on the graphs –which

similar to mouse clicks, has an invitational attribute to users to interact with, are

used to reveal additional information when selected.

4.2.3 Applications Section Design

The Apps Section is the only interface that shares a similar ideology with the ex-

isting solutions. It uses inspirations from both XPrivacy[7] and TurtleGuard[40],

as we implemented the features that we consider to strengthen each system. An
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example of this is the way the list of installed third-party applications is displayed;

as shown in Figure 4.3, while TurtleGuard offers no quick way of finding a specific

application in the list, XPrivacy implements a search bar on the top of the page.

Adapting XPrivacy’s approach, we decided to use the built-in alphabetical search

widget to allow users to access an app by scrolling through the alphabet on the side

of the screen. As Neil suggests [29], by narrowing the scope of search constraints

we aimed at helping the users to make faster and easier searches, which also agrees

with Norman’s Constraints principle [30]. With regards to interacting with spe-

Figure 4.3: TurtleGuard Apps Section (Left)[40], Xprivacy Apps Section
(Middle)[7] and Privus Apps Section (Right)

cific applications, we observe that TurtleGuard adapts a dropdown methodology

that reveals the list of the permissions used by the application with their current

preference states, while XPrivacy chooses a more simplistic approach by utilizing

two checkboxes with no titles. Our approach follows an entirely different path

as we found XPrivacy’s design to suffer in the Mapping and Feedback sections,
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and TurtleGuard to suffer in Visibility and Consistency with regards to the prin-

ciples suggested by Norman[30]. XPrivacy fails to give clear explanations of the

consequences for the actions caused by selecting either checkbox, as there are no

specific labels assigned to either of them. TurtleGuard on the other hand, while it

does a great job of labeling and categorizing the permissions, after the dropdown

interaction, it directs the users to window, deeper in the system. This requirement

could cause users to lose the context of their actions, as they no longer can see

the rest of the permissions assigned to that application. As seen in Figure 4.4,

Privus takes advantage of modals combined with radio buttons, and dropdowns to

successfully apply the Constraints principle by allowing users to have access to all

the privacy preferences for a specific application in a single window. The modal

Figure 4.4: App specific modal from Privus’ Apps section
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allows us to ensure that users are aware of exactly which application their setting

their preferences for, and have access to all the data that application is using at the

same time. Furthermore, in order to increase user awareness and to follow along

with the Feedback principle, we implemented an extra step, which is initiated once

the user saves their preference changes. An extra modal with a brief and positive

message is prompted–as shown in Figure 4.5, to the users, for encouraging them

to continue adjusting their preferences in the future.

Figure 4.5: Success message

Overall, we have designed a user-centric tool that aims to be superior to its com-

petition by following studied and proven methodologies [30][29][34] that increase

positive emotions during user experience. In the following section, we describe

our methodology for conducting an experiment that examines whether our pro-
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posed design system improved the users’ behavior on privacy management. We

analyze the improvements in behavior by studying three main aspects: Increased

awareness in decision making. Increased knowledge on how third-party applica-

tions share information, and whether the users found the solution trustworthy or

not.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Methodology for

Testing Usability

5.1 Experiment Overview

We conducted a three-step user study for investigating the effectiveness of the

proposed design space on the users’ behavior and mental models. These three

steps included a preliminary survey, a step-by-step tasks to complete on both the

built-in manager and Privus, and a follow-up interview. Since our prototype was

not a complete application, we conducted a ‘Wizard of Oz’ experiment for the

step-by-step tasks, which involved deception. Wizard of Oz methodology is a

technique that enables fast and easy evaluation of unimplemented technologies or

design concepts by human participants[41]. The term originates from the movie

‘Wizard of Oz,’ which has a wizard character that uses deception to manipulate the

character’s environment based on their actions. Similarly, Privus is an interface
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design that is created in Sketch1 and converted into a practical prototype using

Flinto2.

Our null hypothesis predicted a positive change in users behavior and habits with

regards to privacy management. We use the following attributes as a guideline for

deciding whether to accept or reject our hypothesis.

• Increased awareness of how certain apps are using users information

– Can the user notice if an application is requesting unnecessary permis-

sions?

– What specific purpose is the permission used for

• Capability to manage and minimize an application’s permission settings

– Can the user decrease the number of unnecessary permissions shared?

• Increased knowledge of the types of private information shared by devices

– Can the user point out which application is using the specified permis-

sion the most?

– Can the user analyze which permission is shared the mostoverall?

We presented the survey to the users before conducting the experimental step,

and compared their responses to the feedback from the interview questions after

the experimental step to analyze if there were any changes in the participants’

behavior or awareness.

1https://www.sketchapp.com/

2https://www.flinto.com/
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5.1.1 Survey

We now describe the process we followed to design our preliminary survey (provided

in full in Appendix A). The survey consisted of four parts: informed consent, de-

mographic information, questions on participants’ mobile device usage habits and

a modified System Usability Scale[6] questionnaire. The informed consent section

laid out the purpose of the experiment, the procedures that were be followed, and

how the collected data will be used. We explicitly informed the participants about

the anonymity of the experiment, and the voice recording that would take place

during the interviews. After agreeing to our terms, the participants filled out a

demographics survey. Following this section, we asked questions about their mo-

bile usage habits. These questions include; How often do you check your mobile

device in a day? How much data do you use in an average month? These ques-

tions allowed us to understand more about the participants’ mobile device habits.

Finally, in the last section, we created an adaptation of the System Usability Scale

(SUS), for quantifying the participants’ opinions about the current built-in solu-

tions. As Bangor et al. notes, the System Usability Scale is a survey scale that

allows researchers to collect usability data quickly and easily[6]. The scale is easy

to use by both the experiment conductors and the participants, as it provides a

single score scale that is easy to understand and analyze [6]. The main reasoning

behind modifying the existing scale is that we not only were looking for quantita-

tive analysis of the system, but also wanted to reveal more information about the

perception of the participants towards the existing systems.
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5.1.2 Experiment

The experiment section, which was the second part of our research involved the

participants following a scripted set of instructions for both the built-in manager

and the prototype on a test device. Each tool –built-in manager and the Privus

prototype, had one scenario that involved similar tasks in completing (both sce-

narios are provided in Appendix B). Since it was a within-group experiment rather

than a between groups experiment, the participants went through both scenarios.

This allowed us to get comparative results between the two applications. Before

starting the second phase, we briefly explained to the participants what to expect

at this section. We gave them the scripts to follow and allowed them to briefly read

through it, while we verbally notified them that we would be recording time for

completion of each scenario. The participants were also explicitly informed that

by no means the time recordings meant that the task completion is a race, and

they were encouraged to take their time and explore either system if they wished.

The experiment was conducted on an iOS device provided by experimenters for

use during the study. This was mainly due to the limitations of the prototyping

software we used –it was not supported by Android, and the specificity of the sce-

narios as well. The scenario for the built-in privacy manager guided the participant

to check permission settings and analytics of a specific application, which may or

may not be installed on the participant’s device; therefore, we used a device that

already had the data the participant was going to look for. In the first part, the

participants were given specific steps to follow that walked them through; checking

the status of Location Services and which applications used it, checking which per-

missions the Instagram application was granted, and finally, the analytic results for

the Instagram application. In the second part, the participants completed similar
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tasks on Privus. The scenario walked them through step-by-step, as the partici-

pants used the Security tool slider to alter the Location Services’ settings for all

applications, then summarized the information in the Analytics section, and finally

customized Instagram app’s permissions individually.

Throughout the process we recorded times required to complete all of the steps in

both scenarios, amount of help each participant explicitly asked, and whether if

they tried to explore the system outside of the scenarios scope or not.

5.1.3 Interview

The last part of our experiment was a follow-up interview in which we asked the

participants a series of questions to gather subjective qualitative and quantitative

data with regards to the comparison between the two tools. The questions were

a pre-determined set of prompts, and the full list can be found in Appendix C.

While most questions aimed to gather qualitative information, we also established

a set of questions with a Likert Scale3 to get quantitative comparison results be-

tween Privus and the built-in manager. Before we began the interview session, the

participants were verbally reminded that the session would be recorded, and that

the recordings would be destroyed after the results were analyzed.

At the end of the interview, the participants were thanked for their time and also

debriefed about the deception included in the experiment. While some partici-

pants were curious about how the deception worked, the others did not have any

questions about it. For the ones that had inquiries, we spent an extra few minutes

3“A Likert Scale is a type of rating scale used to measure opinions. With this scale, respon-
dents are asked to rate items on a level of agreement”[39]
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to walk them through on what was happening behind the scenes.

5.2 Recruitment

Table 5.1: Demographic Information

Gender
Male 7
Female 8

Ethnicity
White 13
Asian 1
Hispanic, Latino or of Spanish origin 1

Age
18-24 13
25-34 2

Highest Degree Completed
High school degree or equivalent (e.g.GED) 3
Some college, no degree 7
Bachelors degree (e.g. BA,BS) 5

Using the methodology outlined in the previous parts, we recruited 15 partic-

ipants to take part in our user study. As all of our participants completed the

experiment, we did not have to discard any of our results. Participant diversity

was not controlled by any variable (gender, age, education or employment). Par-

ticipant demographics are available in Table 5.1. Our sample had a slight bias

towards female respondents (53.3%). Disclosed ages had the majority in the 18-

24 years range, revealing that most of the participants were young adults. While

the majority of the participants noted that they currently are pursuing a college

degree (7 out of 15), 5 participants had a Bachelor’s degree, and the rest had at

least a high school diploma, which suggests and additional bias towards young and

educated participants. The demographic information was collected to observe the

characteristic of our participant pool and did not affect our actual analysis. In

Chapter 6, we discuss our results for our modified System Usability Scale and the

follow-up interview questions.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

6.0.1 User Habits and Perceptions on Privacy Preferences

As mentioned earlier, we collected information about the participants’ mobile de-

vice usage habits. Our results showed that all 15 participants owned a smartphone,

further investigations revealed that all but one did not own an additional device.

We discarded one participant’s response about a Surface Pro, as that is considered

a personal computer –since it does not use a mobile operating system, and comput-

ers were not in the scope of our research. Figure 6.1 below shows the breakdown

of each device; while tablets were the second most popular choice, we see that

a combination of smartwatch and fitness trackers were a choice for the 7 out of

15 participants. To understand more about the dynamics of device usage within

the participants, we further studied the combination of devices each participant

selected. We used a treemap for Figure 6.2 to represent the breakdown of the com-

bination of the devices owned. In addition to treemap’s primary metric, size, we

also used coloring to allow the readers to identify the groups with similar amount of
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responses easier. As expected, Figure 6.2 shows that users that own a Smartphone

and a Tablet made up the majority of the population, followed by users that owned

a smartwatch or a fitness tracker in addition to those. The results allowed us to

point out that the majority of our participants were using connected devices that

shared information with each other –fitness trackers sharing health information

with our smartphones, or tablets sharing contact information with smartphones,

which an important factor that demonstrates the importance of a usable privacy

manager for smartphones. Our results had a similar outcome with the 2017 US

Mobile Consumer survey conducted by Deloitte[11], which shows the similarities

between our participants and the average American consumer.

Figure 6.1: Devices owned by participants

The participants’ data usage, which was collected in the behavioral section

of the survey allowed us to understand approximately how much information is

exchanged between the users and the third-party applications installed on their

device in an average month.

The results of this question did not have a direct influence on our study, as cellular

data management is not in Privus’ scope. This information allowed us to have a
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Figure 6.2: Combination of all devices owned by each participant

better understanding of how often the users’ private information was provided to

the third-party application vendors since they rely on cellular data for receiving

users’ private information from their mobile devices.

While all of the participants use more than 1GB of data on an average month, in

Figure 6.3, we observe that 8 out of 15 participants used more than 5GB of data.

We acknowledge that the results may not particularly reveal how much personal

information the users were sharing, but once again, it enables us to point out the

significance of our proposed design solution.

6.0.2 Built-In Manager Usability Performance

The modified System Usability Scale questions allowed us to collect quantitative

results about both the users’ knowledge of the current practices and their views on
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Figure 6.3: Breakdown of data usage

the usability of the built-in tools. Figure 6.4 shows the results with regards to users’

knowledge about the current practices. Despite the majority of the participants

(14 out of 15) acknowledging what Location Services were, only one third of them

confirmed familiarity with the different permissions allowed for Location Services

–In-App Only, Background and Never.

In Figure 6.5, we can study the participants’ current privacy management prac-

tices. According to the survey results, the majority of the participants are aware of

the permissions they permit to third-party applications; while only 3 participants

noted that they sometimes check the access requests prompted by the applications,

7 of them check on occasion and the rest are unaware of the permissions used. The

trend in changing permission settings followed a similar pattern in responses, as

the majority of the users answered ‘Sometimes’ when asked how often they go back

and edit an applications’ privacy access, and only two noted making amendments

‘Often.’ When asked how often they checked the built-in analytical results, 12 of

the participants answered ‘Never,’ while three picked ‘Occasionally.’ The results

suggest that even though the users’ are aware of what permissions they grant to

applications, they are oblivious to how often and for what purpose their informa-
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Figure 6.4: Comparsion between knowledge on Location Services and the options
for Location Services

tion is used. Consequently, the majority of them does not feel the need to go back

and amend the requested access from already installed applications.

Figure 6.5: Comparsion of privacy habits
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In an attempt to quantify participants’ overall opinions on the current built-

in managers, we asked them to select all the words that describe their opinion

best from the provided list of adjectives. The list of words was arranged randomly

with no hierarchical suggestions, and contained positive and negative adjectives.We

compiled a word-cloud from the responses, and our results reveal that the partici-

pants mostly preferred negative adjectives to describe the current solutions. While

‘limited’ was the most popular choice of word (picked by 8 participants), the ad-

jectives ‘confusing,’ ‘complex,’ and ‘necessary’ followed up in second place with 6

participant votes. The fact that participants selected ‘necessary’ to describe the

built-in privacy manager shows that the users are indeed looking for a solution

to understand how their information is shared. On the other hand, more positive

words like ‘accessible,’ ‘convenient,’ and ‘clear’ were picked by 3 participants out

of the 15. Overall, the results suggest that the current built-in solutions are not

sufficient, yet the popularity of ‘necessary’ demonstrates participants’ interest for

a better solution.

For the tasks performed in the experimental part, we calculated the number of

clicks required for completion in the best case scenario. While checking all permis-

sions that the Instagram application was using required 30 clicks on the built-in

manager, the same task; ‘set all of Instagram’s permissions to OFF,’ required seven

clicks.

In addition to calculating the number of clicks for best case scenarios, we also

timed all of the participants’ completion time for each scenario. During the exper-

iment, we did not compare whether the participants completed the tasks correctly

or not, as all of the participants completed the given tasks successfully. We did,

however, note how many times a participant requested assistance. Table 6.1 shows
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Figure 6.6: Word cloud for user opinions

the results of each participant’s completion times. The data suggest that Privus

had a faster completion rate with an average timing of 03:20.51 compared to the

built-in manager’s time of 03:56.64. The low standard deviations for both the

Built-in Manager and Privus, 0.000414498 and 0.000655941 respectively, suggests

that the completion timings for either system were very close to their respective

average times. Furthermore, when we compare the completion rates of each partic-

ipant within the systems, we observe that 11 out of the 15 participants completed

the task given for Privus faster than the built-in manager. The results from the

completion times agree with our findings with regards to the usability performance

of the two systems. When we investigated why the other 4 participants had an

extended completion time for Privus, we found out that those users were held

back because they either took time to go off script and discover the prototype
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Table 6.1: Task completion time comprasion between the built-in manager and
Privus

Participant # Built-in Manager Privus
001 03:56.64 03:20.51
002 03:09.38 02:58.04
003 02:15.20 03:03.04
004 04:02.16 03:57.42
005 03:13.74 03:55.08
006 03:44.61 04:56.27
007 03:31.50 05:12.77
008 03:19.88 02:12.93
009 04:55.49 03:08.13
010 03:29.87 02:59.42
011 04:07.88 03:47.40
012 03:10.49 02:05.90
013 03:46.65 03:15.51
014 03:14.47 02:28.93
015 03:49.01 02:04.33

more in-depth or faced irregularities –glitches with the scrolling system, or blink-

ing screens, in the prototype. Our notes indicate that participant 003 and 007 had

difficulties with the ‘Security’ section, as the scroll functionality did not work as

they expected, and participant 005 and 006 spent extra time on the ‘Analytics’

section to gather further information. As the experiment involved deception by

using mock information, we did not apply a statisitical significance test on the

completion time results, as the results could be different on a real-time version of

the application.
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6.0.3 Interview Results

Our interview questions were compromised of both qualitative and quantitative

results. To analyze the qualitative responses, we used a modified version of the

Grounded Theory, which means that instead of having a pre-formed hypothesis, we

developed our theory from the collection of interview results[26]. We also collected

quantitative results as well by using a Likert Scale for a section of our interview

questions.

The initial questions started with generic questions about the design of the proto-

type. When asked about their initial thoughts on Privus, most participants noted

that the information was ‘easy to read,’ ‘straightforward,’ and that ‘[it] looked

professional.’ Some users also pointed out irregularities within the system, which

were mentioned earlier in the section. An example feedback about the irregulari-

ties include participant 002’s response, ‘the scrolling was tough,’ and participant

010’s feedback, ‘the swiping was jumpy.’ When prompted if they got meaningful

information in the ‘Analytics’ section, all of the participants responded positively.

When asked if they found the system ‘trustworthy,’ the participants again gave

positive responses. As we further investigated the reasoning behind the immediate

trust between the participants and Privus, we revealed some vital information.

While some participants reasoned the consistency in the interface design, a few

participants noted that the most prominent factor was that Privus did not require

them to create an account, which gave them the impression that their information

was stored locally. The responses suggest that the users are indeed aware whether

their information is stored locally or in a cloud service, and are inclined to trust

third-party applications that keep their private data only on the device.

To questions that analyzed if the users had an unexpected experience, we received
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similar responses to participant 002 and 010, as most participants noticed some

‘jumpiness’ and ‘glitches’ while navigating through sections.

We also asked users comparison questions between Privus and the built-in manager

using a Likert Scale. On a scale of Easier, Similar, Harder and Unsure, we asked

the participants to comment their opinion on the following tasks:

1. Finding a permission granted to a single app

2. Finding what apps are granted to a specific permission

3. Finding all permissions granted to a specific app

4. Finding which apps do not have a permission

5. Finding which app has the highest request for a permission

6. Finding how often a specific request was made by all the applications

Questions 2 and 4 are implemented on purpose to remove participant bias, as

the functionalities asked on those questions are not offered in Privus. While only

two participants answered ‘Easier,’ to questions 2 and 4 specifically rest of the

participants answered either ‘Harder’ or ‘Unsure.’ The rest of the questions were

rated ‘Easier’ by 10 participants, while 3 of the participants picked ‘Similar’ for

question 3.

To reveal any improvements in the system or any opportunities for further studies,

we asked the participants about implementing artificial intelligence assistance to

the existing system. Nine of the participants gave positive feedback; some of

the sample responses suggested that even though the participants might initially

distrust the proposed system, they were still open to a trial period for building
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trust, as one participant mentioned, “Maybe. I would give it a try, and, but I would

go set it myself after it does it, just to make sure it was fine. Then in time I would

let it do it’s thing.” While another participant pointed out that they would trust

such system for assistance, but they would not want the system to have complete

control over the preference settings, as they commented, “I wouldn’t want it to

change my settings, but I’d like if it learned what I want, and prompted me for

stuff I would find suspicious.”

6.0.4 Limitations

We acknowledge the limitations in both our prototype design and experiment

methodology. The principal limitation is caused by the Sandboxing architecture,

which is adopted by both of the operating systems. Since neither operating system

allowed communication or sharing of resources within third-party applications, we

elected an alternative solution, as our primary focus was to design a user-centric

approach to influence the users’ mental models to make more contextually informed

decisions about their privacy preferences. In addition, since our target user type

is mobile devices users without expert knowledge, we tried to avoid any processes

that would require altering the operating systems natural functioning like rooting

an Android device1 or similarly jail-breaking2 an iOS device.

Using the prototyping tools Sketch and Flinto came with their limitations as well.

1Rooting is the process of giving the user root permissions on their phone. Its the same
approach to running a command with sudo in Linux. With a rooted phone, one can run apps
that require access to system settings.

2Similar to Rooting in Android, Jailbreaking unlocks the file-system in the operating system
by installing a non-malicious software.
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Our interface designs were created via Sketch, as we meticulously designed a user-

interface artboard for each step of the scripted scenarios. Flinto allowed us to

prototype a realistic looking application by connecting the designed artboards to

each other depending on the interaction type – swipe, scroll, tap, etc. Despite be-

ing novel applications, these tools came with their limitations as well, as our final

prototype did have irregularities during a series interactions. We acknowledge that

these irregularities –such as random blinking screens, or unresponsive interactions

points, may have played a role in the participants’ completion rates; however, as

mentioned earlier, our primary focus was to study the of our proposed design on

the participants’ mental models. So, limitations in performance did not have a

significant effect on our results.

We also acknowledge that our experiment was conducted using an iOS device, while

we did not ask if the users were whether an Android or an iOS user. Participants

that were already familiar with iOS did have prior levels of usage and knowledge

regarding the platform; however, to minimize this bias, we spent an extra effort

crafting our scripted tasks to be as detailed as possible; to avoid any issues with

regards to navigating through the built-in manager.

Finally, we acknowledge that our exploratory study was conducted with a small

group of participants. Thus a generalization of our results is not applicable for

real word representations. For this reason, we provide our results as a tool for

supporting more studies to be conducted for user-centric approaches, rather than

a proof of concept.
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6.0.5 Future Work

As future work, we believe that implementation of alerts and nudges within our

design system is a worthy topic to investigate further. As suggested by Balebako

et al., users tend to forget the permissions they permit applications after initial

setup[5]. An implementation of an alert system, which reminds users any suspected

activity can prove to be extremely beneficial. This feature would require an im-

plementation of artificial intelligence, as the tool would need to learn users’ habits

and make decisions by utilizing the users’ previous preferences as a reference. Our

interview responses suggest that the majority of the participants were lenient to

the idea of an intelligent assistance feature, while some participants noted an ini-

tial distrust to the system. When analyzed further we revealed that the distrust

could be turned into trust within time. Therefore, we would highly recommend

for a further study that would investigate the benefits of adding an automated

assistance that fits with our design principles.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Existing permission models; ask-on-install & ask-on-first-use, and built-in permis-

sion managers are insufficient at allowing users to make informed privacy decisions,

as they offer a complicated and frustrating experience. Our experiment showed

that users want to protect their sensitive information, but have a hard time un-

derstanding which application has what permissions available and more impor-

tantly, how often they make a request for them. Privus offers a user-centered

design approach, which follows proven techniques of usability principles[30], and

consequently allows users to understand how their data is used and make edu-

cated decisions accordingly. In our study of Privus, we had participants perform

permission-related tasks in both the built-in manager & our prototype, and col-

lected both qualitative and quantitative data. Because of the use of deception in

our experiment, similar to Reynaga et al.’s approach[35], we highlight the compar-

ative results between iOS’s built-in manager and our proposed design, rather than

provide a statistical analysis to highlight which approach performs best. Design

is a never-ending process, and through hypothesis-driven design, we can collect
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valuable insights on what to do next. Creating a tool that people love and trust

requires continuous learning. We make our contributions by proposing a solution

that allowed users to have a more positive experience and better awareness of the

usage of their private data compared to the iOS’s built-in solution.
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• Find out which month had the highest usage of Camera permissions

• Navigate to the Apps section

• Find Instagram and set all of its permission settings to OFF, except Pho-

tos

• On the same screen, tap on Location Services to double check that your

Location Services is set to In App mode, as set on the Security section

• Tap Save and follow the on screen instructions
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6. Comparing Privus and the default manager, how would you rate these tasks?

Easier Similar Harder Unsure

Finding permission granted to a

single app

Finding what apps are granted a

specific permission

Finding all permissions

gratned to a specific app

Find which apps do not have

a permission

Find which app has the highest

request for a permission

Find how often a specific

request is used by all apps

7. Did anything unexpected happen during your experience?

8. Would you prefer the one-for-all slider or individual customization for setting

your privacy preferences?

• Would you prefer an automated solution for setting your preferences?

– If so, would you trust it to learn your preferences to your satisfac-
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tion?

9. Do you think you would continue to use this tool or do you prefer the built-in

solution?

10. Moving on to data privacy in general, do you think you learned more about

how your information is used by 3rd party applications?

• Were there any surprising results from the information you discovered

from Privus?

11. Is there anything you would have changed in your survey response?

12. Finally do you have any suggestions that could improve Privus?
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